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Affective Neuroscience Of Reward Pleasure Desire
Considerable research has been devoted to understanding how positive emotional
processes influence our thoughts and behaviors, and the resulting body of work clearly
indicates that positive emotion is a vital ingredient in our human quest towards wellbeing and thriving. Yet the role of positive emotion in psychopathology has been
underemphasized, such that comparatively less scientific attention has been devoted to
understanding ways in which positive emotions might influence and be influenced by
psychological disturbance. Presenting cutting-edge scientific work from an
internationally-renowned group of contributors, The Oxford Handbook of Positive
Emotion and Psychopathology provides unparalleled insight into the role of positive
emotions in mental health and illness. The book begins with a comprehensive overview
of key psychological processes that link positive emotional experience and
psychopathological outcomes. The following section focuses on specific psychological
disorders, including depression, anxiety, trauma, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia,
as well as developmental considerations. The third and final section of the Handbook
discusses translational implications of this research and how examining populations
characterized by positive emotion disturbance enables a better understanding of
psychiatric course and risk factors, while simultaneously generating opportunities to
bridge gaps between basic science models and psychosocial interventions. With its rich
and multi-layered focus, The Oxford Handbook of Positive Emotion and
Psychopathology will be of interest to researchers, teachers, and students from a range
of disciplines, including social psychology, clinical psychology and psychiatry, biological
psychology and health psychology, affective science, and neuroscience.
Emotion provides a clear, contemporary review of our understanding of emotions and
their neural basis - what is happening in our brains to make us 'feel the way we do'. It
also explores emotional disorders, and how our understanding of emotion can be used
to treat a range of psychiatric disorders.
As the 66th volume in the prestigious Nebraska Series on Motivation, this book focuses
on understanding emotion and motivation as two factors that not only influence social
and cognitive processes, but also shape the way we navigate our social world.
Research on emotion has increased significantly over the past two decades, pulling
from scholarship in psychology, neuroscience, medicine, political science, sociology,
and even computer science. This volume is informed by the growing momentum in the
resulting interdisciplinary field of affective science, and examines the role of emotion
and motivation in our perceptions, decision-making, and social interactions, and
attempts to understand the neurobiological mechanisms that support these processes
across the lifespan in both healthy and clinical populations. Included among the
chapters: Emotion concept development from childhood to adulthood Evolving
psychological and neural models for the regulation of emotion Pathways to motivational
impairments in psychopathology A valuation systems perspective on motivation
Reproducible, generalizable brain models of affective processes Emotion in the Mind
and Body is a comprehensive and compelling rendering of the current state of the
interdisciplinary field of affective science, and will be of interest to researchers and
students working in psychology and neuroscience, as well as medicine, political
science, and sociology.
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Synthesizing coverage of sensation and reward into a comprehensive systems
overview, Neurobiology of Sensation and Reward presents a cutting-edge and
multidisciplinary approach to the interplay of sensory and reward processing in the
brain. While over the past 70 years these areas have drifted apart, this book makes a
case for reuniting sensation and reward by highlighting the important links and interface
between the two. Emphasizing the role of reward in reinforcing behaviors, the book
begins with an exploration of the history, ecology, and evolution of sensation and
reward. Progressing through the five senses, contributors explore how the brain
extracts information from sensory cues. The chapter authors examine how different
animal species predict rewards, thereby integrating sensation and reward in learning,
focusing on effects in anatomy, physiology, and behavior. Drawing on empirical
research, contributors build on the themes of the book to present insights into the
human sensory rewards of perfume, art, and music, setting the scene for further crossdisciplinary collaborations that bridge the neurobiological interface between sensation
and reward.
In addition to filling a need within the field of parental behavior, this book contributes
importantly to the growing area of emotional and motivational neuroscience. A major
part of neuroscience research at the whole organism level has been focused on
cognitive neuroscience, with an emphasis on the neurobiology of learning and memory,
but there has been a recent upsurge in research which is attempting to define the
neural basis of basic motivational and emotional systems which regulate such
behaviors as food intake, aggression, reproduction, reward-seeking behaviors, and
anxiety-related behaviors. In this book the emphasis is on the research findings
obtained from rodents, sheep and primates. The authors' goal, of course, was to
provide a foundation that may help us understand the neurobiology of human parental
behavior. Indeed, the last chapter attempts to integrate the non-human research data
with some human data in order to make some inroads toward an understanding of
postpartum depression, child abuse, and child neglect. Clearly, motivational and
emotional neuroscience has close ties to psychiatry, and this connection will be very
evident in the final chapter. By understanding the neurobiology of parental behavior we
are also delving into neurobiological factors which may have an impact on core human
characteristics involved in sociality, social attachment, nurturing behavior, and love. In
this very violent world, it is hard to conceive of a group of characteristics that are more
worthy of study.
Psychologists have a long tradition of studying human behavior, strengths and
weaknesses, biases and limitations. Economists have constructed normative
frameworks that capture the most important elements of human decision-making and
developed powerful tools to determine individual andstrategic choices in a variety of
situations. Only recently have their strengths been combined and economic models
enriched with key ingredients found in psychological studies.This volume covers four of
the most important themes in this interdisciplinary field: feelings, inconsistencies,
limitations and biases. Each chapter contributes to a more comprehensive and accurate
modelling and description of human behavior. Its four parts cover: the origins,
formation, andevolution of beliefs; consistency, commitment, and intertemporal
separability of dynamic choices; attention, preference formation, and risk evaluation in
limited cognition; and affective behaviour, specifically the role of emotions in decision
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making.
A cutting-edge collection of updated and core techniques for the neurological study of
drugs of abuse. These readily reproducible protocols cover a wide variety of coherent
methods for gathering information on quantitative changes in protein and mRNA at both
tissue and cellular levels. There are various methods for detecting single and multiple
alterations in single and multiple gene expression, for analyzing the functional roles of
genes and proteins, for studying the release kinetics of striatal dopamine, and for the
quantitative measurement of such neurotransmitters as acetylcholine.
One of the most pressing questions in neuroscience, psychology and economics today
is how does the brain generate preferences and make choices? With a unique
interdisciplinary approach, this volume is among the first to explore the cognitive and
neural mechanisms mediating the generation of the preferences that guide choice.
From preferences determining mundane purchases, to social preferences influencing
mating choice, through to moral decisions, the authors adopt diverse approaches to
answer the question. Chapters explore the instability of preferences and the common
neural processes that occur across preferences. Edited by one of the world's most
renowned cognitive neuroscientists, each chapter is authored by an expert in the field,
with a host of international contributors. Emphasis on common process underlying
preference generation makes material applicable to a variety of disciplines neuroscience, psychology, economics, law, philosophy, etc. Offers specific focus on
how preferences are generated to guide decision making, carefully examining one
aspect of the broad field of neuroeconomics and complementing existing volumes
Features outstanding, international scholarship, with chapters written by an expert in
the topic area

The notion of disinterestedness is often conceived of as antiquated or ideological.
In spite of this, Hilgers argues that one cannot reject it if one wishes to
understand the nature of art. He claims that an artwork typically asks a person to
adopt a disinterested attitude towards what it shows, and that the effect of such
an adoption is that it makes the person temporarily lose the sense of herself,
while enabling her to gain a sense of the other. Due to an artwork’s particular
wealth, multiperspectivity, and dialecticity, the engagement with it cannot
culminate in the construction of world-views, but must initiate a process of selfcritical thinking, which is a precondition of real self-determination. Ultimately,
then, the aesthetic experience of art consists of a dynamic process of losing the
sense of oneself, while gaining a sense of the other, and of achieving selfhood. In
his book, Hilgers spells out the nature of this process by means of rethinking
Kant’s and Schopenhauer’s aesthetic theories in light of more recent
developments in philosophy–specifically in hermeneutics, critical theory, and
analytic philosophy–and within the arts themselves–specifically within film and
performance art.
Neuroscientific research on emotion has developed dramatically over the past
decade. The cognitive neuroscience of human emotion, which has emerged as
the new and thriving area of 'affective neuroscience', is rapidly rendering existing
overviews of the field obsolete. This handbook provides a comprehensive, up-toPage 3/12
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date and authoritative survey of knowledge and topics investigated in this cuttingedge field. It covers a range of topics, from face and voice perception to pain and
music, as well as social behaviors and decision making. The book considers and
interrogates multiple research methods, among them brain imaging and
physiology measurements, as well as methods used to evaluate behavior and
genetics. Editors Jorge Armony and Patrik Vuilleumier have enlisted well-known
and active researchers from more than twenty institutions across three
continents, bringing geographic as well as methodological breadth to the
collection. This timely volume will become a key reference work for researchers
and students in the growing field of neuroscience.
The past two decades have seen unparalleled developments in our knowledge of
the brain and mind. However, these advances have forced us to confront headon some significant ethical issues regarding our application of this information in
the real world- whether using brain images to establish guilt within a court of law,
or developing drugs to enhance cognition. Historically, any consideration of the
ethical, legal, and social implications of emerging technologies in science and
medicine has lagged behind the discovery of the technology itself. These delays
have caused problems in the acceptability and potential applications of
biomedical advances and posed significant problems for the scientific community
and the public alike - for example in the case of genetic screening and human
cloning. The field of Neuroethics aims to proactively anticipate ethical, legal and
social issues at the intersection of neuroscience and ethics, raising questions
about what the brain tells us about ourselves, whether the information is what
people want or ought to know, and how best to communicate it. A landmark in the
academic literature, the Oxford Handbook of Neuroethics presents a pioneering
review of a topic central to the sciences and humanities. It presents a range of
chapters considering key issues, discussion, and debate at the intersection of
brain and ethics. The handbook contains more than 50 chapters by leaders from
around the world and a broad range of sectors of academia and clinical practice
spanning the neurosciences, medical sciences and humanities and law. The
book focuses on and provides a platform for dialogue of what neuroscience can
do, what we might expect neuroscience will do, and what neuroscience ought to
do. The major themes include: consciousness and intention; responsibility and
determinism; mind and body; neurotechnology; ageing and dementia; law and
public policy; and science, society and international perspectives. Tackling some
of the most significant ethical issues that face us now and will continue to do so
over the coming decades, The Oxford Handbook of Neuroethics will be an
essential resource for the field of neuroethics for graduate students and
postdoctoral fellows, basic scientists in the neurosciences and psychology,
scholars in humanities and law, as well as physicians practising in the areas of
primary care in neurological medicine.
Why are we influenced by the behaviour of complete strangers? Why does the
brain register similar pleasure when I perceive something as 'fair' or when I eat
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chocolate? Why can we be so profoundly hurt by bereavement? What are the
evolutionary benefits of these traits? The young discipline of 'social cognitive
neuroscience' has been exploring this fascinating interface between brain
science and human behaviour since the late 1990s. Now one of its founding
pioneers, Matthew D. Lieberman, presents the discoveries that he and fellow
researchers have made. Using fMRI scanning and a range of other techniques,
they have been able to see that the brain responds to social pain and pleasure
the same way as physical pain and pleasure; and that unbeknown to ourselves,
we are constantly 'mindreading' other people so that we can fit in with them. It is
clear that our brains are designed to respond to and be influenced by others. For
good evolutionary reasons, he argues, we are wired to be social. The
implications are numerous and profound. Do we have to rethink what we
understand by identity, and free will? How can managers improve the way their
teams relate and perform? Could we organize large social institutions in ways
that would work far better? And could there be whole new methods of education?
Music impinges upon the body and the brain. As such, it has significant inductive
power which relies both on innate dispositions and acquired mechanisms and
competencies. The processes are partly autonomous and partly deliberate, and
interrelations between several levels of processing are becoming clearer with
accumulating new evidence. For instance, recent developments in neuroimaging
techniques, have broadened the field by encompassing the study of cortical and
subcortical processing of the music. The domain of musical emotions is a typical
example with a major focus on the pleasure that can be derived from listening to
music. Pleasure, however, is not the only emotion to be induced and the
mechanisms behind its elicitation are far from understood. There are also
mechanisms related to arousal and activation that are both less differentiated and
at the same time more complex than the assumed mechanisms that trigger basic
emotions. It is imperative, therefore, to investigate what pleasurable and moodmodifying effects music can have on human beings in real-time listening
situations. This e-book is an attempt to answer these questions. Revolving
around the specificity of music experience in terms of perception, emotional
reactions, and aesthetic assessment, it presents new hypotheses, theoretical
claims as well as new empirical data which contribute to a better understanding
of the functions of the brain as related to musical experience.
Why are we influenced by the behaviour of complete strangers? Why does the
brain register similar pleasure when I perceive something as 'fair' or when I eat
chocolate? Why can we be so profoundly hurt by bereavement? What are the
evolutionary benefits of these traits? The young discipline of 'social cognitive
neuroscience' has been exploring this fascinating interface between brain
science and human behaviour since the late 1990s. Now one of its founding
pioneers, Matthew D. Lieberman, presents the discoveries that he and fellow
researchers have made. Using fMRI scanning and a range of other techniques,
they have been able to see that the brain responds to social pain and pleasure
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the same way as physical pain and pleasure; and that unbeknown to ourselves,
we are constantly 'mindreading' other people so that we can fit in with them. It is
clear that our brains are designed respond to and be influenced by others. For
good evolutionary reasons, he argues, we are wired to be social. The
implications are numerous and profound. Do we have to rethink what we
understand by identity, and free will? How can managers improve the way their
teams relate and perform? Could we organize large social institutions in ways
that would work far better? And could there be whole new methods of education?
What produces emotions? Why do we have emotions? How do we have
emotions? Why do emotional states feel like something? What is the relation
between emotion, and reward value, and subjective feelings of pleasure? These
are just some of the question considered in this book, written by a leading
neuroscientist in this field.
For centuries, scholars have debated the causes of aggression and the means to
reduce its occurrence. Human Aggression brings together internationally
recognized experts discussing the most current psychological research on the
causes and prevention of aggression. Scholars, policy makers, practitioners, and
those generally concerned with the growing issue of aggression find this a much
needed reference work. Topics include how aggression is related to the usage of
drugs, how temperature affects aggression, the effect of the mass media on
aggression, violence by men against women, and the treatment of
anger/aggression in clinical settings. The book also provides a comprehensive
review of theory and methodology in the study of aggression. Presents the latest
research findings from internationally recognized researchers Familiarizes the
reader with implications of aggression research Examines the causes and
prevention of aggression Offers perspectives for both the researcher and policy
maker
One hundred stereotype maps glazed with the most exquisite human prejudice, especially
collected for you by Yanko Tsvetkov, author of the viral Mapping Stereotypes project. Satire
and cartography rarely come in a single package but in the Atlas of Prejudice they successfully
blend in a work of art that is both funny and thought-provoking. The book is based on Mapping
Stereotypes, Yanko Tsvetkov's critically acclaimed project that became a viral Internet
sensation in 2009. A reliable weapon against bigots of all kinds, it serves as an inexhaustible
source of much needed argumentation and-occasionally-as a nice slab of paper that can be
used to smack them across the face whenever reasoning becomes utterly impossible. The
Complete Collection version of the Atlas contains all maps from the previously published two
volumes and adds twenty five new ones, wrapping the best-selling series in a single extended
edition.
Provides a new approach to psychological hedonism and applies it to the growing global
epidemic of unhealthy behavior.
The phenomena of motivation cannot be studied separately as an independent research topic
because motivation is highly interrelated to cognition, emotion, learning, and decision-making
process. The overarching aim of this volume, therefore, is to provide new insight into a unified
grand theory of motivation by integrating noteworthy neuroscience research findings on
motivation. This volume is dedicated to advancing our understanding of brain mechanisms of
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underlying various motivational phenomena, including reward, approach, autonomy, intrinsic
motivation, learning, effort, curiosity, and self-control. The volume is divided into four parts: The
first part introduces classical but fundamental issues such as reward, approach, and individual
differences. The second part deals with intrinsic motivation including autonomy and curiosity.
The third one examines recent approaches on the interface between motivation and cognition
in learning and decision-making. The last part focuses on practically significant issues
pertaining to self-regulation development
Anatomy of Neuropsychiatry presents the anatomical systems that take part in the scientific
and clinical study of emotional functions and neuropsychiatric disorders. It discusses the limbic
system—the cortical and subcortical structures in the human brain involved in emotion,
motivation, and emotional association with memory—at length and how this is no longer a
useful guide to the study of psychiatric disorders. The book provides an understanding of brain
anatomy, with an emphasis on the new anatomical framework which has emerged during the
last quarter century. The goal is to help the reader develop an understanding of the gross
anatomical organization of the human forebrain. A re-evaluation of brain anatomy, with an
emphasis on the new anatomical framework which has emerged during the last quarter century
A compellingly expanded conceptualization of Broca's famous limbic lobe Clinical and basic
science boxes highlighting specific concepts, structures, or neuronal circuits from a clinical
perspective
The book gathers some papers concerning the dialogue between neuroscience and
psychoanalysis. Following the Introduction written by Georg Northoff, concerning the possibility
of overcoming the highly impasse generating contraposition between localizationism and
holism, G. Vaslamatzis deals with a “Framework for a new dialogue between psychoanalysis
and neurosciences”. In this chapter the author describes three points of epistemological
congruence: firstly, dualism is no longer a satisfactory solution; secondly, cautions for the
centrality of interpretation (hermeneutics); and, thirdly, the self-criticism of neuroscientists.
David W.Mann in his contribution “The mirror crack’d: dissociation and reflexivity in self and
group phenomena” tries to show how reflexive processes generate each of three levels of the
human system (self, relationships, group) and integrate them one to another, while dissociative
processes tend throughout to pull them apart. Health and illness within the self, the relationship
and the group can be understood as special states of the dynamic equilibria between these
cohesive and dispersive trends. In “Sleep, memory and plasticity” Matthew P. Walker and
Robert Stickgold outline a review of the researches following the discovery of rapid eye
movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep, and specifically of those that began testing the
hypothesis that sleep, or even specific stages of sleep, actively participated in the process of
memory development. The last two chapters, “Clinical implications of neuroscience research in
PTSD” by Bessel A. Van Der Kolk, and “Dysregulation of the right brain: a fundamental
mechanism of traumatic attachment and the psychopathogenesis of PTSD” by Allan N.
Schore, demonstrate how the psychopathology of traumatic conditions can be a fertile field of
dialogue between neuroscience and psychoanalysis.
Problems of Living: Perspectives from Philosophy, Psychiatry, and Cognitive-Affective Science
addresses philosophical questions related to problems of living, including questions about the
nature of the brain-mind, reason and emotion, happiness and suffering, goodness and truth,
and the meaning of life. It draws on critical, pragmatic, and embodied realism as well as moral
naturalism, and brings arguments from metaphysics, epistemology, and ethics together with
data from cognitive-affective science. This multidisciplinary integrated approach provides a
novel framework for considering not only the nature of mental disorders, but also broader
issues in mental health, such as finding pleasure and purpose in life. Draws on the strongest
aspects of polar positions in philosophy and psychiatry to help resolve important perennial
debates in these fields Explores continuities between early philosophical work and current
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cognitive-affective sciences, including neuroscience and psychology Employs findings from
modern cognitive-affective science to rethink key long-standing debates in philosophy and
psychiatry Builds on work showing how mind is embodied in the brain, and embedded in
society, to provide an integrated conceptual framework Assesses both the insights and the
limitations of cognitive-affective science for addressing the big questions and hard problems of
living
How do we thrive in our behaviors and experiences? Positive neuroscience research
illuminates the brain mechanisms that enable human flourishing. Supported by the John
Templeton Foundation's Positive Neuroscience Project, which Martin E. P. Seligman
established in 2008, Positive Neuroscience provides an intersection between neuroscience
and positive psychology. In this edited volume, leading researchers describe the neuroscience
of social bonding, altruism, and the capacities for resilience and creativity. Part I (Social Bonds)
describes the mechanisms that enable humans to connect with one another. Part II (Altruism)
focuses on the neural mechanisms underlying the human ability and willingness to confer
costly benefits on others. Part III (Resilience and Creativity) examines the mechanisms by
which human brains overcome adversity, create, and discover. Specific topics include: a newly
discovered nerve type that appears to be specialized for emotional communication; the effects
of parenting on the male brain; how human altruism differs from that of other primates; the
neural features of extraordinary altruists who have donated kidneys to strangers; and
distinctive patterns of brain wiring that endow some people with exceptional musical abilities.
Accessible to a broad academic audience, from advanced undergraduates to senior scholars,
these subjects have generated a fascinating and highly convergent set of ideas and results,
shaping our understanding of human nature.
There are myriad questions that emerge when one considers emotions and decision-making:
What produces emotions? Why do we have emotions? How do we have emotions? Why do
emotional states feel like something? What is the relationship between emotion, reward value,
and subjective feelings of pleasure? How is the value of 'good' represented in the brain? Will
neuroeconomics replace classical microeconomics? How does the brain implement decisionmaking? Are gene-defined rewards and emotions in the interests of the genes? Does rational
multistep planning enable us to go beyond selfish genes to plans in the interests of the
individual? The Brain, Emotion, and Depression addresses these issues, providing a unified
approach to emotion, reward value, economic value, decision-making, and their brain
mechanisms. The evolutionary, adaptive value of the processes involved in emotion, the neural
networks involved in emotion and decision making, and the issue of conscious emotional
feelings are all considered. The book will be valuable for those in the fields of neuroscience,
neurology, psychology, psychiatry, biology, animal behaviour, economics, and philosophy from
the advanced undergraduate level upwards, and for all interested in emotion and decisionmaking.

Now available in paperback. This revised and updated edition of the definitive resource
for experimental psychology offers comprehensive coverage of the latest findings in the
field, as well as the most recent contributions in methodology and the explosion of
research in neuroscience. Volume Three: Learning, Motivation, and Emotion, focuses
on the role of learning in the operation of motivational systems in human cognitive
development.
Cocaine poses interesting problems for neurophysiologists and neuropharmacologists
and there is important new data on the effects of cocaine on the brain (its initial site of
action at the cellular level now appearing to be the dopamine transporter). Includes
chapters on the far-reaching toxic effects of cocaine, on the epidemiology and the
economics of drug addiction, on the past and present use of cocaine in the U.S. and in
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South America, and on the moral issues raised by drug use and abuse.
Pleasure is fundamental to well-being and the quality of life, but until recently, was
barely explored by science. Current research on pleasure has brought about groundbreaking developments on several fronts, and new data on pleasure and the brain have
begun to converge from many disparate fields. The time is ripe to present these
important findings in a single volume, and so Morten Kringelbach and Kent Berridge
have brought together the leading researchers to provides a comprehensive review of
our current scientific understanding of pleasure. The authors present their latest
neuroscientific research into pleasure, describing studies on the brain's role in pleasure
and reward in animals and humans, including brain mechanisms, neuroimaging data,
and psychological analyses, as well as how their findings have been applied to clinical
problems, such as depression and other disorders of hedonic well-being. To clarify the
differences between their views, the researchers also provide short answers to a set of
fundamental questions about pleasure and its relation to the brain. This book is
intended to serve as both a starting point for readers new to the field, and as a
reference for more experienced graduate students and scientists from fields such as
neuroscience, psychology, psychiatry, neurology, and neurosurgery.
Publisher Description
There is increasing interest in understanding the interplay of emotional and cognitive
processes. The objective of the Research Topic was to provide an interdisciplinary
survey of cutting-edge neuroscientific research on the interaction and integration of
emotion and cognition in the brain. The following original empirical reports,
commentaries and theoretical reviews provide a comprehensive survey on recent
advances in understanding how emotional and cognitive processes interact, how they
are integrated in the brain, and what their implications for understanding the mind and
its disorders are. These works encompasses a broad spectrum of populations and
showcases a wide variety of paradigms, measures, analytic strategies, and conceptual
approaches. The aim of the Topic was to begin to address several key questions about
the interplay of cognitive and emotional processes in the brain, including: what is the
impact of emotional states, anxiety and stress on various cognitive functions? How are
emotion and cognition integrated in the brain? Do individual differences in affective
dimensions of temperament and personality alter cognitive performance, and how is
this realized in the brain? Are there individual differences that increase vulnerability to
the impact of affect on cognition—who is vulnerable, and who resilient? How plastic is
the interplay of cognition and emotion? Taken together, these works demonstrate that
emotion and cognition are deeply interwoven in the fabric of the brain, suggesting that
widely held beliefs about the key constituents of ‘the emotional brain’ and ‘the
cognitive brain’ are fundamentally flawed. Developing a deeper understanding of the
emotional-cognitive brain is important, not just for understanding the mind but also for
elucidating the root causes of its many debilitating disorders.
A researcher and consultant burrows deep inside the heads of one modern two-career
couple to examine how each partner processes the workday—revealing how a more
nuanced understanding of the brain can allow us to better organize, prioritize, recall,
and sort our daily lives. Emily and Paul are the parents of two young children, and
professionals with different careers. Emily is the newly promoted vice president of
marketing at a large corporation; Paul works from home or from clients' offices as an
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independent IT consultant. Their days are filled with a bewildering blizzard of emails,
phone calls, more emails, meetings, projects, proposals, and plans. Just staying ahead
of the storm has become a seemingly insurmountable task. In Your Brain at Work, Dr.
David Rock goes inside Emily and Paul's brains to see how they function as each
attempts to sort, prioritize, organize, and act on the vast quantities of information they
receive in one typical day. Dr. Rock is an expert on how the brain functions in a work
setting. By analyzing what is going on in their heads, he offers solutions Emily and Paul
(and all of us) can use to survive and thrive in today's hyperbusy work environment—and
still feel energized and accomplished at the end of the day. In Your Brain at Work, Dr.
Rock explores issues such as: why our brains feel so taxed, and how to maximize our
mental resources why it's so hard to focus, and how to better manage distractions how
to maximize the chance of finding insights to solve seemingly insurmountable problems
how to keep your cool in any situation, so that you can make the best decisions
possible how to collaborate more effectively with others why providing feedback is so
difficult, and how to make it easier how to be more effective at changing other people's
behavior and much more.
In The Pleasure Center, Morten Kringelbach reveals that what we desire--what pleases
us--motivates us for a good reason, and harnessing and directing that reason can make
us much more rational and effective people. In exploring the many facets of pleasure,
desire, and emotion, Kringelbach takes us through the whole spectrum of human
experience. He concludes that if we understand and accept how pleasure and desire
arise in the complex interaction between the brain's activity and our own experiences,
we can discover what helps us enjoy life, enabling us to make better decisions and,
ultimately, lead happier lives.
Neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, anxiety
disorders, and other mental disorders constitute about 13% of the global burden of
disease surpassing both cardiovascular disease and cancer. The total cost worldwide
of these diseases is estimated to exceed 100 million disability-adjusted life years. In
order to begin to address this important problem, the present Research Topic brings
together a group of leading affective neuroscience researchers to present their state-ofthe-art findings using an affective neuroscience approach to investigate the spectrum of
neuropsychiatric disorders from patients to those at risk. They focus on different
aspects of the emotional and social cognitive disturbances which are core features of
neuropsychiatric disorders. While progress has been slow over last couple of decades,
we are finally beginning to glimpse some of the underlying neural mechanisms of the
emotional and social cognitive disturbances in patients and those at risk. With the
technological advances in affective neuroscience and neuroimaging presented in this
volume, we hope that progress will be much swifter in the coming years such that we
can provide better care for patients and those at risk.

This comprehensive and well-curated collection explores how neuroscience can
be integrated into psychoanalytic thinking and practice, reexamining the
biological science within psychological (sexuality, pleasure, and dreams), social
(pornography), and psychopathological (learning and attention disorders,
anhedonia) phenomena relevant to therapists and analysts.
Neuropsychoanalysis of the Inner Mind stands out for its focus on the emotionalmotivational aspects of the mind, which are considered through the lenses of
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affective neuroscience, psychoanalytic theory and neuropsychoanalysis, and is
important reading for scholars and psychologists interested in the topics originally
addressed by Freud in his 1895 publication Project for a Scientific Psychology.
A landmark in the scientific literature, the Oxford Handbook of Neuroethics
presents a pioneering review of a topic central to the biosciences. It breaks new
ground in bringing together leading neuroscientists, philosophers, and lawyers to
tackle some of the most significant ethical issues that face us now and will
continue to do so.
Some investigators have argued that emotions, especially animal emotions, are
illusory concepts outside the realm of scientific inquiry. However, with advances
in neurobiology and neuroscience, researchers are demonstrating that this
position is wrong as they move closer to a lasting understanding of the biology
and psychology of emotion. In Affective Neuroscience, Jaak Panksepp provides
the most up-to-date information about the brain-operating systems that organize
the fundamental emotional tendencies of all mammals. Presenting complex
material in a readable manner, the book offers a comprehensive summary of the
fundamental neural sources of human and animal feelings, as well as a
conceptual framework for studying emotional systems of the brain. Panksepp
approaches emotions from the perspective of basic emotion theory but does not
fail to address the complex issues raised by constructionist approaches. These
issues include relations to human consciousness and the psychiatric implications
of this knowledge. The book includes chapters on sleep and arousal, pleasure
and fear systems, the sources of rage and anger, and the neural control of
sexuality, as well as the more subtle emotions related to maternal care, social
loss, and playfulness. Representing a synthetic integration of vast amounts of
neurobehavioral knowledge, including relevant neuroanatomy, neurophysiology,
and neurochemistry, this book will be one of the most important contributions to
understanding the biology of emotions since Darwins The Expression of the
Emotions in Man and Animals
This volume presents cutting-edge theory and research on emotions as
constructed events rather than fixed, essential entities. It provides a thorough
introduction to the assumptions, hypotheses, and scientific methods that embody
psychological constructionist approaches. Leading scholars examine the
neurobiological, cognitive/perceptual, and social processes that give rise to the
experiences Western cultures call sadness, anger, fear, and so on. The book
explores such compelling questions as how the brain creates emotional
experiences, whether the "ingredients" of emotions also give rise to other mental
states, and how to define what is or is not an emotion. Introductory and
concluding chapters by the editors identify key themes and controversies and
compare psychological construction to other theories of emotion.
A reader-friendly exploration of the science of emotion. After years of neglect by
both mainstream biology and psychology, the study of emotions has emerged as
a central topic of scientific inquiry in the vibrant new discipline of affective
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neuroscience. Elizabeth Johnston and Leah Olson trace how work in this rapidly
expanding field speaks to fundamental questions about the nature of emotion:
What is the function of emotions? What is the role of the body in emotions? What
are "feelings,” and how do they relate to emotions? Why are emotions so difficult
to control? Is there an emotional brain? The authors tackle these questions and
more in this "tasting menu" of cutting-edge emotion research. They build their
story around the path-breaking 19th century works of biologist Charles Darwin
and psychologist and philosopher William James. James's 1884 article "What Is
an Emotion?" continues to guide contemporary debate about minds, brains, and
emotions, while Darwin's treatise on "The Expression of Emotions in Animals and
Humans" squarely located the study of emotions as a critical concern in biology.
Throughout their study, Johnston and Olson focus on the key scientists whose
work has shaped the field, zeroing in on the most brilliant threads in the emerging
tapestry of affective neuroscience. Beginning with early work on the brain
substrates of emotion by such workers such as James Papez and Paul MacLean,
who helped define an emotional brain, they then examine the role of emotion in
higher brain functions such as cognition and decision-making. They then
investigate the complex interrelations of emotion and pleasure, introducing along
the way the work of major researchers such as Antonio Damasio and Joseph
LeDoux. In doing so, they braid diverse strands of inquiry into a lucid and concise
introduction to this burgeoning field, and begin to answer some of the most
compelling questions in the field today. How does the science of "normal"
emotion inform our understanding of emotional disorders? To what extent can we
regulate our emotions? When can we trust our emotions and when might they
lead us astray? How do emotions affect our memories, and vice versa? How can
we best describe the relationship between emotion and cognition? Johnston and
Olson lay out the most salient questions of contemporary affective neuroscience
in this study, expertly situating them in their biological, psychological, and
philosophical contexts. They offer a compelling vision of an increasingly exciting
and ambitious field for mental health professionals and the interested lay
audience, as well as for undergraduate and graduate students.
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